
ADDENDUM TO RFP 17-05 On Street Sensors 

 

Request for Proposal: 17-05 

ADDENDUM NO. (1) 

DATE:   March 28, 2017 

 

To All Potential Bidders: This addendum is issued to modify the previously issued bid 

documents and/or given for informational purposes, and is hereby made a part of the bid 

documents. Please attach this addendum to the documents in your possession.  

 

1. The submission deadline is now April 14, 2017 at 4:00 p.m. (Local Time) 

 

2. In accordance with section 2.3, MPA reserves the right, and at its sole discretion, may 

choose to enter into an agreement with the Successful Proposer at the completion of the 

one (1) year pilot program. 

 

3. Question: How many spaces is MPA using for this pilot program 

Answer:  MPA anticipates using 150 spaces for this pilot program. 

4. Question:  Are all spaces open parking or also called outdoors or street parking? 

Answer: Yes. All parking spaces are outdoor parallel on street parking spaces. 

5. What is the minimum amount of proposals you must receive in order for it to be 

considered? If only one company has a solution for your parking issue can this company 

win if no other vendor applies? 

Answer:  Submission of only one response does not guarantee vendor selection. All 

proposals shall be evaluated and considered according to the evaluation criteria listed within 

the RFP.  

6. Will all of these work on an existing meter system that the city already has in place? 

Answer:  The system must work and integrate with our existing metered system. The 

solution must work with your own system as well. 

 



7. Can the proven implementations be overseas? 

Answer: The proposal shall provide all integration and as much detail as possible to match 

our needs. 

8. Are the city-area drawings with the spaces and the sense of circulations, to locate the 

sensors, repeaters, and displays on the street and the DCs? 

Answer: Currently MPA does not have this technology employed. As a reference, please 

see the attached area map where MPA intends for the pilot program to be implemented. 

9. Is there going to be a number of streets provided that the system shall be installed on? 

Answer: Yes, please see attached map. 

10. Are Gateways that capture the signal form the sensors that work with HDSPA modems 

and not LTE acceptable? 

Answer: HSPA+ is acceptable. 

11. Who will be responsible for commissioning of the system? MPA staff or the awarded 

vendor? 

Answer: The awarded vendor shall be responsible for commissioning the system. 

12. Are sensors for in/out counters for garage and lots that require mesh acceptable? 

Answer: The Vendor shall provide a compelling reason to use mesh technology for in/out 

counters but not for on street. 

13. For the data requirements, does MPA require manual back-up or automatic back-up? 

Answer: Automatic. 

14. How many spaces in the pilot project are demarcated or non-demarcated? 

Answer: The parking spaces are non-demarcated. 

15. What is the anticipated time acceptance for this project? 

Answer: 90 to 120 days for acceptance and the pilot program shall be for one (1) year. 

16.  How many spaces would be included in the 5-year price proposal beyond the pilot-

phase? 

Answer:  At least 344 spaces up to approximately 5,000 spaces. 

17. How many spaces are on the street, off street parking lots, or garages? 

Answer: For the pilot program 100 to 150 on street spaces, no garages or lots. 

18. If the pilot program is successful and MPA desires to proceed with the selected vendor 

will this contract be extended or will a new RFP be issued?  

Answer: In accordance with section 2.3, MPA reserves the right, and at its sole discretion, 

may choose to enter into an agreement with the Successful Proposer at the completion of 

the one (1) year pilot program. 



19. If MPA desires to proceed after the pilot phase, will MPA then pay for the equipment that 
was installed as part of the pilot since you will, in effect, be purchasing this system? 

Answer: If MPA enters into an agreement with the Successful Proposer, then MPA will pay 
for the equipment that was installed as part of the pilot program.  

 
20. Has any vendor offered free services to Miami, such that it prompted this RFP? 
Answer: No. 

 
21. What are the goals of this project? 
Answer:  To test all aspects of sensor technology, hardware, software, and accuracy of the 
data and benefits of data. 
 
22. What is the success criteria for the pilot? 
Answer: A successful pilot program would be for the system to reliably and accurately report 
occupancy in the areas deployed. To reliably and accurately provide automated data feeds 
to systems like MPA’s internal reporting system, MPA’s Business Intelligence System and 
Way Finding Providers. The reports provided can improve MPA’s ability to make decisions 
about actual demand.  
 
23. If the pilot meets the project goals, will the project be expanded? 
Answer: Yes. 
 
24. Who are the current meter vendors? 
Answer:  Parkeon. 

 
25. Who are the current private operators? 
Answer: None. 
 
26. Can you provide electronic information/data on latitude/longitude of meters and off street 

parking locations (e.g. GIS)? 
Answer: Please see attached map for reference. 

 
27. Can MPA provide electronic information/data on parking policy (e.g. restrictions, rates, 

times,) by block for on street and off street locations? 
Answer: Yes. 

 
28.  Can MPA provide the number of on street parking spaces? 
Answer: 11,500 
 
29. Can MPA provide the number of demarcated spaces? 
Answer: We have a mix of pay stations and pay by phone locations therefore we do not 
have an exact number. 

 
30. Can MPA provide the number of un-demarcated spaces: 
Answer: We have a mix of pay stations and pay by phone locations therefore we do not 
have an exact number. 
 
31. Can MPA provide the number of metered parking spaces: 
Answer: We have a mix of pay stations and pay by phone locations therefore we do not 
have an exact number. 
 



32. Can MPA provide the number of non-metered parking spaces: 
Answer: We have a mix of pay stations and pay by phone locations therefore we do not 
have an exact number. Spaces are pay by phone, however customers technically can walk 
two (2) to three (3) blocks to a pay station to pay. 
 
33. Can MPA provide the number of specialty spaces, such as EV, Loading, and HCP? 
Answer: No more than 20 spaces for the trial. 
 
34. Can MPA provide the number of public city owned lots? 
Answer: 62 
 
35. Can MPA provide the number of public city owned garages? 
Answer: 5 
 
36. Can MPA provide the number of private lots? 
Answer: 1 

 
37.  Can MPA provide the number of metered lots? 
Answer: 13 

38.  Can MPA provide the number of non-metered lots? 
Answer: 49 

 
39. What are the parking rates for on-street parking? 
Answer: $1.75 per hour. 

 

40.  What is the parking policy for the deployment area? 
Answer: Rate $ 1.75 per hour with a 4 hour time limit 
Hours of Operation: 10:00 AM to 2:00 AM 
Monday to Saturday including Holidays 
 
41.  Is MPA looking for a unified on& off street parking management platform?  
Answer:  MPA is open to suggestion. 

42.  In section 2.5.4 MPA asks for case studies regarding enforcement. Is providing a real-

time parking availability mobile guidance application important and scope a 

consideration? 

Answer: Yes. 

43.  In section 2.5.4. MPA asks for case studies regarding enforcement. Is guided/optimized 

enforcement-e.g., expired meter and over time limit a scope consideration? 

Answer: Yes. 

44. Is the city interested in implementing Demand-Responsive Pricing? 

Answer: Yes. 

45.  To what extend does the city of Miami have data rights on payment data? 

Answer: The data belongs to MPA. 



46. Does payment data rights include the ability to share in real-time? 

Answer: Yes. 

47. Please clarify section 2.1 regarding the ability to accurately and reliably report 

occupancy in the designated area(s) e.g., what metrics is MPA interested in, and at what 

level or granularity and accuracy? 

Answer: Metrics should include the number of occupied spaces, percent of total available, 

length of stay and turnover statistics. The solution should also provide a reporting platform 

that allows us to query on subsets like time frames, geographic areas, and space types. 

  



Coconut Grove Area Map. Numbers indicate how many parking spaces are at each location. 

 

 

 

 


